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Abstract
We construct a set of non-rational conformal field theories that consist of deformations
of Toda field theory for sl(n). In addition to preserving conformal invariance, the theories
may still exhibit a remnant infinite-dimensional affine symmetry. The case n = 3 is used to
illustrate this phenomenon, together with further deformations that yield enhanced Kac-
Moody symmetry algebras. For generic n we compute N -point correlation functions on
the Riemann sphere and show that these can be expressed in terms of sl(n) Toda field
theory ((N − 2)n + 2)-point correlation functions.
1 Introduction
In the last years, the interest on two-dimensional conformal field theories (CFT) with Wn sym-
metry has been renewed, mainly because of two reasons: On the one hand, Wn algebra has been
identified as the charge algebra associated to the asymptotic symmetries of spin-n theories in
three-dimensional Anti-de Sitter spacetime [1, 2], generalizing the spin-2 result of Brown and
Henneaux [3]. On the other hand, it has been observed in [4] that conformal blocks of sl(n)
Toda conformal field theory, the archetypical example of a theory with Wn symmetry, codify the
information of the partition function of N = 2 four-dimensional superconformal quiver theories
for the gauge group SU(n), generalizing the Alday-Gaiotto-Tachikawa (AGT) correspondence
[5] to the case n ≥ 2. Here, we will study the sl(n) Toda field theory (TFT) from a different
perspective: We will consider TFT as a generating functional of N -point correlation functions
of a plethora of new non-rational conformal field theories that are defined ipso facto. This is in
the line of the so-called H+3 Wess-Zumino-Witten – Liouville correspondence [6] or, more pre-
cisely, of the extension of it proposed in Ref. [16], where correlation functions of a new family of
non-rational CFTs were constructed in terms of Liouville field theory (namely, in terms of the
sl(2) Toda field theory). Here, we provide a generalization of these results to the case sl(n).
The H+3 Wess-Zumino-Witten – Liouville correspondence has been proposed in Ref. [6].
It is based on a remarkable relation existing between the sl(2) Knizhnik-Zamolodchikov (KZ)
equation and the Belavin-Polyakov-Zamolodchikov (BPZ) equation [7]. The latter is the differ-
ential equation obeyed by Liouville correlation functions that involve degenerate fields, usually
denoted by V−1/(2b). Using that solutions of the BPZ equation can be related to solutions of the
KZ equation for sl(2), it was shown in [6] that N -point correlators in H+3 = SL(2,C)/SU(2)
Wess-Zumino-Witten (WZW) on the sphere can be written in terms of (2N − 2)-point correla-
tors in Liouville field theory formulated also on the sphere, where the latter correlators include
N − 2 degenerate fields V−1/(2b). This correspondence has been later generalized to genus-g [8],
to surfaces with boundaries [9, 10, 11, 12], to spectrally flowed representations of sˆl(2,R) [13], to
the irregular vertex representations of the Virasoro algebra [14], and to supersymmetric theories
[15]. In Ref. [16], a generalization of the H+3 WZW–Liouville correspondence was proposed for
the case in which the Liouville correlators include N−2 degenerate fields of higher level, V−m/(2b)
withm ∈ Z>0. In the casem = 1, these correlators yield correlators ofH+3 WZW [6, 7]; however,
in the case m > 1 the (2N − 2)-point Liouville correlators including N − 2 fields V−m/(2b) were
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argued to generate the n-point correlation functions of a new family of non-rational conformal
field theories [16]. This family of CFTs is parameterized by m, which enters in the central charge
as c = 3 + 6(b+ (1−m)/b)2, with the Liouville central charge being cL = 1 + 6(b+ 1/b)2. The
consistency of these theories was later studied in Refs. [17, 18, 19], where correlation functions
on different surfaces were computed. It is possible to speculate that such CFTs actually ex-
ist even for other real non-integer values m, where the Liouville correlators do not necessarily
involve degenerate representations.
Another natural question that has been addressed in the literature is whether an extension
of the H+3 WZW–Liouville correspondence is possible for higher rank algebras. That is, whether
a relation of this sort also exists between, say, the SL(n,R) WZW theory and the sl(n) Toda
theory, which would extend the results of [6, 13] to the case n ≥ 2. This problem has been
explored in Ref. [20] for the case n = 3, where such a correspondence has been observed to
emerge in the highly quantum limit k → 3, where the WZW level equals the Coxeter number of
the sl(3) algebra. In the recent paper [21], a more general correspondence for cases n ≥ 3 was
achieved by considering particular sl(2) embeddings in (super)algebras.
Here, aimed at investigating whether a generalization of the construction of [16] to higher
rank is possible, we will propose a larger family of non-rational CFTs whose N -point correlation
functions are given by a subset of (N +(N − 2)r)-point correlation functions of sl(n) Toda field
theories, with r = n − 1 being the rank of sl(n). These new CFTs are parameterized by a
collection of n − 1 real numbers {m1, m2, ... mn−1}. They correspond to deformations of Toda
field theories that, while preserve confomal invariance, seem to break the Wn symmetry. We
will see, however, that the CFTs constructed through this procedure may also preserve a larger
symmetry, generated by an affine extension of a proper subalgebra of the Borel subalgebra of
the affine Kac-Moody sˆl(n)k. The case n = 3 is analyzed explicitly to illustrate such remnant
infinite-dimensional symmetry in relation to the symmetries of the sl(3) WZW model. We
will present a Lagrangian representation of these new non-rational CFTs, which is the natural
generalization of the Lagrangian proposed in [16] for n = 2, here involving interaction operators
between the n − 1 scalar fields associated to the simple roots of sl(n) and n − 1 copies of the
β-γ ghost system. In the case n = 2 the theories coincide with those defined in Ref. [16]; that
is, for n = 2 and m1 = 1 it corresponds to the H
+
3 WZW model
1, while for n = 2 and m1 = 0
1One may wonder whether the non-rational CFTs defined in this way are unitary. Being c > 1 theories
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it reduces to Liouville theory. In general, the undeformed case mi = 0 with i = 1, 2, ... n− 1 for
arbitrary n it corresponds to sl(n) TFT.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we briefly review the theory of Toda for
the Lie algebra sl(n). In section 3, we propose the Lagrangian representation of a family of
CFTs which consist of deformations of TFT Lagrangian. This is a generalization of the theories
proposed in [16] to the case n > 2. We compute the correlation functions for these theories in
the path integral approach, following the techniques developed in [8] adapted to this case. We
show that these correlation functions are determined in terms of those of TFT. We also derive
an integral representation for the N -point functions in the Coulomb gas formalism. In section 4,
we study the remnant affine symmetry that the deformed TFTs exhibit. We consider the case of
sl(3) to illustrate the details of such symmetry. We discuss the relation between the deformation
of the sl(3) TFT and the sl(3) WZW model, which leads to suggest other deformations of the
former. Section 5 contains our conclusions.
2 Toda conformal field theory
The sl(n) TFT is a conformal field theory whose degrees of freedom are represented by n − 1
bosons living in the (n − 1)-dimensional root space of sl(n) Lie algebra; see for instance Refs.
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26]. There are n − 1 simple roots e1, e2, ..., en−1 in this Lie algebra and its
Cartan matrix is given by
Kij =


2 −1 0 · · · · · · 0
−1 2 −1 · · · · · · · · ·
0 −1 2 · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·
· · · · · · · · · · · · 2 −1
0 · · · · · · · · · −1 2


. (1)
defined as deformation of Toda field theories, it is probable that, at least in some particular cases, the theory
can be render unitary provided one considers some restriction of the Hilbert space. This is the case, for instance,
of the SL(2,R) WZW model, which represents a unitary theory when one restricts the isospin j of the discrete
representations.
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This defines the inner product (., .). That is to say, this defines the bilinear form Ki j = (ei, ej)
with Ki i+1 = Ki+1 i = −1, Ki i = 2, and 0 otherwise in the basis above. The n−1 fundamental
weights ωi are defined in such a way they span dual roots, i.e. (ωi, ej) = δij .
The Lagrangian of the sl(n) Toda CFT is
ST =
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
(∂ϕ, ∂¯ϕ) +
(QT , ϕ)
4
R+
n−1∑
k=1
e
√
2b(ek,ϕ)
)
(2)
where b is an arbitrary (real) parameter, and the background charge is
QT =
√
2
(
b+
1
b
)
ρ , (3)
where ρ is the Weyl vector; that is, ρ is the half-sum of all positive roots. Normalization of the
action is such that the free field propagator of the fields are
〈ϕk(z)ϕℓ(w)〉 = −1
2
δkℓ log(z − w) , (4)
with k, ℓ = 1, 2, ... n− 1.
For every integer value n, action (2) defines a different theory. The case n = 2 corresponds
to Liouville field theory; in such case there is just one simple root e1 =
√
2 and just one
highest weight ω1 = 1/
√
2. Liouville field theory is a conformal field theory with central charge
c = 1 + 6Q2L and background charge QL = (b + b
−1). For n > 2 the theory contains n − 1
fields of the Liouville type interacting each other by specific couplings that are given by the
sl(n) structure. The resulting theory, the sl(n) TFT, is also conformal invariant and its central
charge is given by
cT = n− 1 + 6Q2T = (n− 1)
(
1 + n(n + 1)
(
b+ b−1
)2)
, (5)
where Q2T = (QT , QT ).
These theories present spin-n symmetry, represented by n− 1 holomorphic and n− 1 anti-
holomorphic conserved currents. These generate the Wn⊕ W¯n algebra, which contains Virasoro
as a subalgebra (see (7)-(9) below). Let us denote such currents by W s(z) and W¯ s(z¯) with
s = 1, 2, 3, ... n. The index s labels the spin of the current. These admit a representation in
terms of Miura transformation [24]
n−1∏
r=0
(
(q + q−1)∂ +
√
2(̺n−r, ∂ϕ)
)
=
n∑
r=0
W n−r(z)((q + q−1)∂)r (6)
4
where the vectors ̺k are the weights of the first fundamental representation of the Lie algebra
sl(n) with the highest weight ω1, namely ̺k = ω1 − e1 − e2 − ... ek−1.
The first and second currents are taken to be W 0 = 1 and W 1 = 0; the third one is the first
nontrivial one and corresponds to the energy-momentum tensor
W 2(z) = − (∂ϕ, ∂ϕ) + (QT , ∂2ϕ) , (7)
while W 3(z) is the generator of the Zamolodchikov algebra [29]. It is customary to write these
algebras (and their n > 3 generalization) in terms of the modes of the currents, which are defined
by the expansion
W s(z) =
∑
r∈Z
W sr z
−r−s . (8)
In terms of the modes, and in the case n = 3, in addition to the Virasoro algebra
[W 2n ,W
2
m] = (n−m)W 2n+m +
c
12
n(n2 − 1)δn+m,0 (9)
the algebra includes the Lie products
[W 2n ,W
3
m] = (2n−m)W 3n+m (10)
and
[W 3n ,W
3
m] =
1
15
(n−m)
(
n2 +m2 − 1
2
nm− 4
)
W 2n+m +
16
22 + 5c
(n−m)Λn+m + c
360
n(n2 − 1)(n2 − 4)δn+m,0 , (11)
where the quadratic piece in (11) is given by the normal ordered product
Λn =
∑
m∈Z
: W 2mW
2
n−m : −
1
4
tnW
2
n , (12)
with tn = n
2 − 4 for n even, and tn = n2 + 2n − 15 for n odd. As usual, the normal order is
defined as : W 2nW
2
m : ≡ W 2nW 2mθ(n−m) +W 2mW 2nθ(m− n), with θ(x) =
∫
R<x
dyδ(y) being the
Heaviside step function with θ(0) = 1/2. The OPE that realizes the W3 algebra (9)-(11) takes
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the form
W 2(z)W 2(w) =
c/2
(z − w)4 +
2W 2(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂W 2(w)
(z − w) + ...
W 2(z)W 3(w) =
3W 3(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂W 3(w)
(z − w) + ...
W 3(z)W 3(w) =
c/3
(z − w)6 +
2W 2(w)
(z − w)4 +
∂W 2(w)
(z − w)3 +
1
(z − w)2
(
32
22 + 5c
Λ(w) +
3
10
∂2W 2(w)
)
+
+
1
(z − w)
(
16
22 + 5c
∂Λ(w) +
1
15
∂3W 2(w)
)
+ ...
(13)
with Λ(z) =: (W 2(z))2 : −(3/10)∂2W 2(z).
The basic objects in the construction of conformal TFT are exponential fields parameterized
by an (n− 1)-component vector parameter α = (α1, α2, ... αn−1); namely
V Tα (z) = e
2(α,ϕ(z)) , (14)
which are in correspondence with primary states of the theory |α〉 = limz→0 V Tα (z)|0〉. The
operator product expansion (OPE) between the currents and these primary fields read
W k(z)V Tα (w) =
hkαV
T
α (w)
(z − w)k (1 + . . .) (15)
where the ellipses stand for terms that vanish when w → z. In particular, it yields
W 2(z)V Tα (w) =
h2αV
T
α (w)
(z − w)2 +
W 2−1V
T
α (w)
(z − w) + ... (16)
with W 2−1V
T
α (w) = ∂V
T
α (w). From this, we obtain the conformal dimension
h2α = (α,QT − α) . (17)
The OPE with the W 3(z) current reads
W 3(z)V Tα (w) =
h3αV
T
α (w)
(z − w)3 +
W 3−1V
T
α (w)
(z − w)2 +
W 3−2V
T
α (w)
(z − w) + ... (18)
where h3α is an expression cubic in α and quadratic b, and symmetric under b↔ b−1.
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The N -point correlation functions in TFT on the Riemann sphere are defined by〈
N∏
i=1
V Tαi(zi)
〉
TFT
≡
∫ n−1∏
a=1
Dϕa e−ST
N∏
i=1
e2(αi,ϕ(zi)) (19)
where the fields in the functional integral are defined on CP1 \ {z1, z2, ... zN}. In the next
section, we will propose a definition of a set of two-dimensional CFTs whose correlation functions
can be expressed in terms of TFT correlation functions (19). Proving such correspondence
between observables in the case of sl(2) can be assisted by the modular differential equations
that correlators that involve degenerate representations obey. In the case of TFT for sl(n > 2),
the structure of degenerate and semi-degenerate is less restrictive [20, 22, 23, 24, 25]. Because of
that, and because we are interested in defining the theories for generic values of the parameters
mi, in this paper we will resort to the path integral approach, following the techniques of
reference [8]. We will also derive an integral representation for the N -point functions resorting
to the free field approach.
3 Deformations of Toda field theory
3.1 Lagrangian representation
Generalizing sl(n) conformal Toda theories, and generalizing at the same time the family of
theories presented in [16], here we will consider the theories defined by the following actions
S{mk} =
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
(∂φ, ∂¯φ) +
n−1∑
k=1
(
βk∂¯γk + β¯k∂γ¯k
)
+
(Q{mk}, φ)
4
R +
n−1∑
k=1
(−βkβ¯k)mk e
√
2b(ek,φ)
) (20)
which, apart from the (n − 1)-component boson field φ = (φ1, φ2, ... φn−1) multiplied with the
sl(n) based inner product, includes n−1 copies of the commutative β-γ ghost system of conformal
weight (1, 0). The definition of the theory also requires the specification of n−1 (real) parameters
mk, k = 1, 2, ... n− 1, and the parameter b. For each collection {mk} = {m1, m2, ... mn−1} one
obtains a different2 CFT, which is a deformation of TFT. The background charge depends on
2It is, however, possible that a given CFT is represented by more than one set {m1,m2, ... mn−1}; see [19].
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these parameters mk; it is given by
Q{mk} = QT + δQ , with δQ = −
n−1∑
k=1
√
2mk
b
ωk , (21)
where QT is the Toda background charge (3). The specific value (21) is such that the interaction
terms in (20) are marginal. This value for the background charge yields the central charge
c{mk} = 3(n− 1) + 6Q2{mk}. This can be obtained from the OPE
W 2(z)W 2(w) =
c{mk}/2
(z − w)4 +
2W 2(w)
(z − w)2 +
∂W 2(w)
(z − w) + ... (22)
with the stress tensor being
W 2(z) =
n−1∑
ℓ=1
βℓ∂γℓ − (∂φ, ∂φ) + (Q{mk}, ∂2φ) . (23)
From this one can also verify that the operators βmℓℓ β¯
mℓ
ℓ e
√
2b(eℓ,φ) in (20) have actually conformal
weight 1. This follows from (ek, δQ) = −
√
2mk/b.
We will refer to the CFTs defined by action (20) as m-deformed CFTs. As said in the
introduction, these theories are the natural generalization of the Lagrangian proposed by Ribault
in Ref. [16]. In fact, in the case n = 2 withm1 = 1 the theory corresponds to the level k = b
−2+2
SL(2,R) WZW model, while for n = 2 and m1 = 0 it reduces to Liouville theory. In general,
the undeformed case mk = 0 for all k = 1, 2, ... n− 1 for arbitrary n corresponds to sl(n) TFT.
We consider primary states defined by vertex operators that are exponential functions of the
fields; namely
Φα({pk}|z) = N e[p,γ(z)] e2(α,φ(z)) (24)
where we define [p, γ] ≡∑n−1k=1(pkγk− p¯kγ¯k) with {p1, p2, ... pn−1} being complex variables, and
whereN is a normalization factor, that, in principle, can depend on the momenta {p1, p2, ... pn−1}
and α, and on the parameters of the theory {m1, m2, ... mn−1} and b.
3.2 Correlation functions: Path integral
The quantities we are interested to compute are the N -point correlation functions
Ω ({pνk}, {αν}|{zν}) =
〈
N∏
ν=1
Φαν ({pk}ν |zν)
〉
{mk}
≡
∫ n−1∏
k=1
DφkD2βkD2γk e−S{mk}
N∏
ν=1
Φαν ({pk}ν |zν),
(25)
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where our notation is such that the symbol {pνk} in the argument of a function represents
the collection of N(n − 1) elements {p11, p12, ... p1n−1; p21, p22, ... p2n−1; ... pN1 , pN2 , ... pNn−1} on which
the function depends, while the symbol {pk}ν represents the collection of (n − 1) variables
{pν1, pν2, ... pνn−1} with ν fixed. Indices µ, ν will be used to run over {1, 2, ... N}, while indices k, ℓ
run over {1, 2, ... n− 1}, and indices a, b run over {1, 2, ... N − 2}.
The first step in computing (25) is dealing with the ghost system: The integration over the
fields γk and γ¯k produces a product of n− 1 double δ-functions
δ2
(
∂¯βk(w) − 2π
N∑
ν=1
pνkδ
2(w − zν)
)
, (26)
which set the conditions
∂¯βk(z)− 2π
N∑
ν=1
pνk δ
2(z − zν) = 0, ∂β¯k(z¯) + 2π
N∑
ν=1
p¯νk δ
2(z − zν) = 0, (27)
for each k.
These 2(n−1) equations have solution only if the sum of the momenta {pk}ν vanishes. More
precisely, being meromorphic on the Riemann sphere, the sum of the residues of βk(z) vanishes,
and therefore
N∑
ν=1
pνk = 0. (28)
In order to write the βk(z) in terms of its residues {p1k, p2k, ... pNk }, one may resort to the
representation ∂¯(1/z) = ∂(1/z¯) = 2πδ2(z) and integrate. Since βk(z) are 1-differentials, the
general solution can be written as a rational function; namely
βk(z) =
N∑
ν=1
pνk
z − zν ≡
Pk(z, {ya}k)
Q(z, {zν}) , (29)
with Pk(z, {ya}k) being n−1 polynomials of degree N−2 in z, andQ(z, {z}µ) being a polynomial
of degree N in z. In fact, for a meromorphic 1-differential βk(z) on the Riemann sphere, the
difference between the amount of its poles {ya}k (a = 1, 2, ... ) and the amount of its zeroes {zµ}
(µ = 1, 2, ... ) is 2. Therefore, these polynomials have the form
Pk(z, {ya}k) = κk
N−2∏
a=1
(z − yka) , Q(z, {zν}) =
N∏
ν=1
(z − zν). (30)
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From this, using (28) it is easy to show that κk =
∑N
ν=1 p
k
νzν . This follows from multiplying
(28) by Q(z, {zν}) to obtain an identity between polynomials and then matching the coefficients
of powers of z. More precisely, one finds
Pk(z, {ya}k) =
N∑
ν=1
N∏
µ6=ν
pνk(z − zµ) ≡
N−1∑
n=1
cn z
N−n , (31)
which yields
0 = c1 =
N∑
µ=1
pµk , κk = c2 = −
N∑
µ6=ν
pνkzµ =
N∑
µ=1
zµp
µ
k . (32)
It is easy to keep track of the dependence on κk. This is gathered by an overall fac-
tor
∏n−1
k=1 |κk|2λk in the final result. This can be seen by shifting the fields as φ → φ −∑n−1
k=1
√
2b−1mkωk log κk to absorb other dependence of κk. Then, we can omit the explicit
dependence on κk and restore it in the final result (50).
By evaluating the residues, one finds
pνk = κk
∏N−2
a=1 (zν − yka)∏N
µ6=ν(zν − zµ)
. (33)
Taking all this into account, the δ-function (26) can be replaced by
δ2
(
N∑
ν=1
pνk
)
n−1∏
k=1
δ2
(
βk − Pk(z, {ya}
k)
Q(z, {zµ})
)
. (34)
provided the determinant factor det1−n is trivial on the sphere (with  = ∂∂¯). Then, one can
integrate over βk and β¯k to obtain
Ω ({pνk}, {αν}|{zν}) =
∫ n−1∏
k=1
Dφk e−Seff
N∏
ν=1
Nν e2(αν ,φ(zν)). (35)
with the effective action
Seff = − 1
2π
∫
d2z
(
(∂φ, ∂¯φ) +
(Q{mk}, φ)
4
R + b2
n−1∑
k=1
|Pk(z, {ya}k)/Q(z, {z}µ)|2mke
√
2b(ek ,φ)
)
,
(36)
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which depends on the N inserting points {zµ} and the (n− 1)(N − 2) variables {yka}, although
the latter are determined by the (n − 1)N algebraic equations (33) with the n − 1 constraints
(28).
For further purpose, in order to achieve a regularization of divergence coming from coincident
points in the path integral, it is convenient to write the action in the conformal frame ds2 =
e2σdz dz¯ which yield (1/4)
√
gR = −2σ. This will enable us to regularize the propagator
〈φ(z)φ(w)〉 in the limit z → w.
As previously said, the normalization of the vertices N in (24) can in principle depend on the
momenta {p1, p2, ... pn−1} and α. For instance, the natural generalization of the normalization
considered in [16] to the sl(n ≥ 2) case would be
Nν =
n−1∏
k=1
|pνk|
2mk
b
(αν ,ωk), (37)
which, after δ-function evaluation and considering (33), would produce in (35) a factor
N∏
ν=1
n−1∏
k=1
∣∣∣∣Pk(zν , {ya}k)Q(zν , {zµ})
∣∣∣∣
2mk
b
(αν ,ωk)
(38)
accompanying the N vertices. On the other hand, a convenient normalization also seems to be
demanding Nν not to depend on the momenta at all. In order to consider a more general case
that, in particular, includes (37), we might consider Nν =
∏n−1
k=1 |pνk|
2mk
b
(αν ,ωk)(1−t) with 0 ≤ t ≤ 1.
This would affect the final result only in the exponent of the factor that we call Θ in (47) below.
In order to absorb the factors |Pk(z, {ya}k)/Q(z, {z}µ)|2mk in the terms in the effective action
(36), it is convenient to shift the scalar field φ – which actually is a vector in the space generated
by the simple roots {eℓ} (ℓ = 1, 2, ...n− 1) – by defining the new field ϕ
ϕ(z) ≡ φ(z) +
n−1∑
k=1
ωk
√
2mk
b
(
log |Pk(z, {ya}k)/Q(z, {zν})| − σ
)
. (39)
That is
φ(z) = ϕ(z) −
n−1∑
k=1
ωk
√
2mk
b
(
N−2∑
a=1
log |z − yka |2 −
N∑
ν=1
log |z − zν |2 − σ
)
. (40)
Indeed, this produces the rescaling in the exponential potential terms, yielding
e
√
2b(ek ,φ(z)) = e
√
2b(ek ,ϕ(z))
∣∣∣∣ Q(z, {zν})Pk(z, {ya}k)
∣∣∣∣
2mk
e2mkσ , (41)
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which cancels the factors |Pk(z, {ya}k)/Q(z, {z}µ)|2mk . It also produces the rescaling
Nν e
√
2(αν ,φ(zν)) = e
√
2(αν ,ϕ(zν))
n−1∏
k=1
∣∣∣∣Q(z, {zµ 6= zν})Pk(z, {ya}k)
∣∣∣∣
2tmk
b
(αν ,ωk)
, (42)
where the divergences coming from coincident points is regularized by defining the finite part of
lim
zµ→zν
log |zµ − zν |2 absorbing the divergence in the exponent of the conformal factor −2σ, [30].
Let us consider the normalization (37), corresponding to t = 0.
Definition (40) also produces a shifting in the kinetic term; namely
(φ,φ) = (ϕ,ϕ) −
n−1∑
k=1
mk√
2b
(ωk, ak) +
n−1∑
j=1
n−1∑
k=1
mjmk
2b2
(ωj, bjk) (43)
with
ak(z, {zµ}, {ya}k) = ϕ(z)
(
2π
N−2∑
a=1
δ2(z − yka)− 2π
N∑
ν=1
δ2(z − zν)− 2σ
)
+
∂∂¯ϕ(z)
(
N−2∑
a=1
log |z − yka |2 −
N∑
ν=1
log |z − zν |2 − 2σ
)
(44)
and
bjk(z, {zµ}, {ya}k, {ya}j) = 2πωk
(
N−2∑
a=1
log |z − yka |2 −
N∑
µ=1
log |z − zµ|2 − 2σ
)
×
×
(
N−2∑
b=1
δ2(z − yjb)−
N∑
ν=1
δ2(z − zν)
)
− (45)
2ωk
(
N−2∑
a=1
log |z − yka |2 −
N∑
ν=1
log |z − zν |2 − 2σ
)
σ.
Considering again the regularization of coincident points, and replacing the last equation
into the effective action (36), one obtains the following contributions in the correlation function:
From the first two terms (44), one obtains
n−1∏
k=1
N−2∏
i=1
e−
√
2mk
b
(ωk,ϕ(y
k
i )) ×
N∏
ν=1
e
√
2
b
∑n−1
k=1
mk(ωk ,ϕ(zν)). (46)
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From the third term, and taking into account (1/4)
√
gR = −2σ, one observes that the back-
ground charge term in the action gets shifted as Q{mk} → Q{mk} − δQ = QT . The terms (45),
after a proper regularization of coincident insertions, yields the factor
|Θ({mk}|{zµ}, {yka})| =
N−2∏
a=1
N−1∏
b=1
n−1∏
k=1
n−1∏
l=1
|yka − ylb|
2mkml
b2
(ωk ,ωl)
N∏
µ<ν
|zµ − zν |
2
b2
∑n−1
k=1
∑n−1
l=1
mkml(ωk,ωl) ×
×
N−2∏
a=1
n−1∏
k=1
N∏
µ=1
|yka − zµ|−
2mk
b2
∑n−1
l=1
ml(ωk,ωl) . (47)
Notice that this contribution corresponds exactly to the correlator of exponential vertices of
a free boson χ with a background charge [31]; namely
Θ({mk}|{zµ}, {yka}) =
〈
N∏
µ=1
V−∑n−1
k=1
qk
(zµ)
N−2∏
a=1
n−1∏
l=1
Vql(y
l
a)
〉
χ
(48)
where
VP (z) = e
2iPχ(z), (49)
and where qℓ = mℓωℓ/(
√
2b), Wick contracted the free field propagator 〈χ(z)χ(w)〉 = −(1/2) log(z−
w). The value of the background charge Qχ associated to the field χ(z) can be read from the
conservation law that would follow from the integration over the zero-mode 〈χ〉. This yields the
result Qχ = δQ.
Therefore, we finally arrive to the conclusion that the N -point correlation functions (25)
take the form〈
N∏
ν=1
Φαν (µν |zν)
〉
{mk}
=
n−1∏
k=1
|κk|2λk
n−1∏
k=1
δ
(
N∑
ν=1
pνk
) 〈
N∏
µ=1
V−∑n−1
k=1
qk
(zµ)
N−2∏
a=1
n−1∏
l=1
Vql(y
l
a)
〉
χ
×
×
〈
N∏
ν=1
V T
αν+
∑n−1
k=1
qk
(zν)
n−1∏
l=1
N−2∏
a=1
V T−ql(y
l
a)
〉
TFT
(50)
where λk = mk(1 + b
−2 − ∑n−1j=1 mjb−2(ωk, ωj)); notice that here we have reintroduced the
dependence on κk. In other words, N -point correlation functions Ω({pµk}, {αµ}|{zµ}) of the
theories defined by the Lagrangian representation (20) turn out to be given by ((N − 2)n+ 2)-
point correlation functions of the CFT given by the product of sl(n) TFT times a free U(1)
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boson. Having the expression (50) for the correlation functions Ω({pνk}, {αν}|{zν}), the m-
deformed CFTs (20) are defined ipso facto. In the next section, we will analyze the symmetries
of the new theories.
3.3 Correlation functions: Coulomb gas
Lagrangian representation (20) enables us to compute correlation functions in the so-called
Coulomb gas approach and thus provide an integral representation of N -point correlation func-
tions. This amounts to consider the expectation values (25) and first integrate over the zero-
modes of the fields φk. This yields
Ω ({pνk}, {αν}|{zν}) =
n−1∏
l=1
(−1)mlslΓ(−sl)
∫ n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
r=1
d2wkr
〈
N∏
ν=1
Φαν ({pk}ν |zν)
n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
r=1
Sk(wkr )
〉
free
where {wkr} = {w11, w12, ... w1s1;w21, w22, ... w2s2; ... ;wn−11 , wn−12 , ...wn−1sn−1} are complex variables,
where the screening operators Sk(w) are given by
Sk(w) ≡ βmk(w)β¯mk(w¯)e
√
2b(ek,φ(w)) , (51)
and where the expectation value 〈...〉free is defined in terms of the free action
Sfree =
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
(∂φ, ∂¯φ) +
n−1∑
k=1
(
βk∂¯γk + β¯k∂γ¯k
)
+
(Q{mk}, φ)
4
R
)
. (52)
The dependence on {mk} is through the number of integrals to be performed, and it is given
by
sk =
√
2b−1(∆, ωk) , ∆ =
√
2(b+ b−1)ρ−
√
2b−1
n−1∑
l=1
mlωl −
N∑
i=1
αi. (53)
This equation, as well as the Γ(−sl) factors above, comes from the δ-functions arising in the
integration over the zero-modes 〈φk〉, what selects in the path integral the terms satisfying the
vector equation
√
2
N∑
i=1
αi +
n−1∑
k=1
(skekb+ 2b
−1mkωk)− 2(b+ b−1)ρ = 0. (54)
The integrals are over the complex hyperplane C
∑n−1
l=1
sl, where wkr represent s1 + s2 + ... sn−1
complex integration variables, with k = 1,2,... n− 1 and r = 1,2,... sk.
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The fact that the expectation value is now defined in terms of action (52) enables one to
use the free field propagators. In particular, one has the Coulomb propagator 〈φℓ(zi)φk(zj)〉 =
−(δℓ,k/2) log(zi − zi). For the set of correlators whose vertices obey the kinematic condition
pµk = p¯
µ
k = 0 for all k such that mk 6= 0 and for all µ = 1, 2, ... N , one eventually finds
Ω ({pνk}, {αν}|{zν}) =
N∏
µ=1
Nµ
n−1∏
l=1
(−1)slmlΓ(−sl)
N∏
µ<ν
|zµ − zν |−4(αµ,αν) IN ({αµ}, {mk}|{zµ})
with
IN({αµ}, {mk}|{zµ}) =
∫ n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
r=1
d2wkr
n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
t=1
sk+1∏
l=1
|wkt − wk+1l |2b
2
n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
r<t
|wkr − wkt |−4b
2 ×
×
N∏
µ=1
n−1∏
k=1
sk∏
r=1
|wkr − zµ|−2
√
2b(ek,αµ) (55)
where Kij = (ei, ej) has been used. In the cases in which for some value of k it happens that
pk 6= 0 6= mk, then a similar representation exists, although the combinatorics when performing
the Wick contraction is more involved because of the β-γ systems, which in particular yield
βi(w)e
[p,γ(z)] ≃ pie[p,γ(w)]/(w − z) + .... This is similar to the contraction between string theory
tachyon and graviton vertices. The Wick contraction for these operators in the case n = 2 is
discussed in [8]. The same can be applied here. For instance, in the case of the 2-point function
the Wick contraction of the holomorphic piece of the β-γ system yields a factor
n−1∏
k=1
( 2∏
i=1
sk∏
r=1
(zi − wkr )−1
( sk∏
l=1
(−wkl )(p1 + p2)sk + ...
))
(56)
where the ellipses represent contributions with less w’s factors. Using (28), one observes that,
eventually, only a contribution proportional to
∝
n−1∏
k=1
2∏
i=1
sk∏
r=1
|zi − wkr |−2 (57)
survives. This produces an additional shift in the exponent in the last factor of (55).
Integral representation (55), which is similar to the one that originally appears in the context
of Minimal Models [32], can be solved in some very special cases using the techniques of Refs. [22,
23]. This yields closed expressions for reflection coefficients, structure constants, and spherical
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partition function in several CFTs, including non-rational ones [33]. Specially in the latter case,
an analytic continuation is required as the expression (55) only makes sense for sk ∈ Z≥0. Such
extension for values sk ∈ C has been successfully carried out in diverse examples, including
non-compact timelike CFTs [34].
Notice that, even when the integral representation (55) looks very similar to the one that
would appear in the analogous computation for TFT, the integrals appearing in both cases are
not exactly the same, one of the differences being the amount of integrations to be performed:
While for the m-deformed theory one finds (53), the analogous quantity in an M-point TFT
correlation function requires not sk but
sTk = sk + 2b
−2
n−1∑
l=1
ml(ωl, ωk) = −
√
2
M∑
i=1
(αTi , ωk) + 2(b+ b
−1)(ρ, ωk) (58)
integrals. This is consistent with the shifting in the momenta {αi} and the presence of additional
M −N = (N − 2)(n− 1) vertices in the TFT correlator on the right hand side of equation (50),
as well as with the shifting δQ in the background charge. To see this in a concise example, let us
compute the 2-point functions in the theory (20) using the integral representation above. That
is, let us compute
〈Φα({pk}1|z1)Φα({pk}2|z2)〉{mk} =
R(α)
|z1 − z2|4h˜2α
, (59)
where h˜2α = (α,Q+ δQ−α) is the conformal dimension. The relevant information here is given
by the reflection coefficient R(α). Conformal invariance permits to fix three vertex insertions on
the Riemann sphere; as usual, let us fix the inserting points of the vertex operators Φα({pk}i|zi)
at z1 = 0 and z2 = 1, together with one screening operator at∞. Taking into account (57), one
observes that (58) maps into (53) if one identifies the TFT momenta αTi as follows
αTi = αi +
n−1∑
l=1
ql, (60)
which turns out to be in perfect agreement with (50) for N = 2. On the one hand, this shows
that the Coulomb gas realization above is consistent with the relation between correlators given
in (50). On the other hand, this gives the expression for the reflection coefficients of the CFTs
defined by (20), which turns out to be given by the TFT analogous quantity [35] evaluated in the
shifted momentum (60). The explicit form of TFT reflection coefficient is such that making the
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replacing (60) results in the shifting QT → Q, as expected. This is because the TFT reflection
coefficient depends on the momentum3 through the combination 2αT −QT .
4 Remnant affine symmetry
4.1 Remnant symmetry
Let us consider the case n = 3 with deformation parameters m1 and m2. It turns out that,
remarkably, in that case the theory (20) results to be invariant under the symmetry generated
by the currents
J+1 (z) = m1
−1β1 , J01 (z) =
√
2m1b
−1(e1, ∂φ)− 2γ1β1 +m1m2−1γ2β2
J+2 (z) = m2
−1β2 , J02 (z) =
√
2m2b
−1(e2, ∂φ) +m2m1−1γ1β1 − 2γ2β2 (61)
and their anti-holomorphic counterparts J¯Ai (A = 0,±, i = 1, 2), with the free field correlators
〈φi(z)φj(w)〉 = −1
2
δij log(z − w) , 〈βi(z)γj(w)〉 = δij
(z − w) (62)
with i, j = 1, 2. It is possible to verify that the OPE between the interaction term of the action
(20) and the currents (61) has no singular term up to a total derivatives.
The symmetry algebra is encoded in the singular terms of the OPE between the currents
(61). The non-regular OPEs read
J+i (z)J
0
j (w) ∼
(3δij − 1)
(z − w) J
+
i (w) + ..., J
0
i (z)J
0
j (w) ∼ −
cij
(z − w)2 + ...,
and regular otherwise. The coefficients of the central terms of the algebra are given by
cij = mimjb
−2(ei, ej) + 4δij − 2(m2i +m2j )m−1i m−1j |εij|+mimj
∑
k
m−2k |εikεjk| (63)
where ε12 = −ε21 = 1, ε11 = ε22 = 0, and i, j, k = 1, 2. Some of these coefficients, however, can
be changed by changing the normalization of the currents. In terms of the modes Jai,n, which are
defined by Jai (z) =
∑
n∈Z J
a
i,n z
−n−1 (with i = 1, 2 and a = 0,+), the symmetry algebra reads
[J0i,n, J
0
j,m] = (n/2)cijδn+m,0, [J
+
i,n, J
0
i,m] = 2J
+
i,n+m, [J
+
i,n, J
0
i 6=j,m] = −J+i,n+m, [J+i,n, J+j,m] = 0.
3See Eqs. (1.14)-(1.17) of Ref. [35]. Our convention relates to the one there by performing the changes
φ→ φ/√2, αT → α/√2, and QT →
√
2Q.
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This can be extended to the sl(n) case, which one can actually verify to be symmetric under
the 2n− 2 currents
J+k (z) = mk
−1βk , J0k(z) =
√
2mkb
−1(ek, ∂φ)− 3γkβk +mk
k+1∑
l=k−1
ml
−1γlβl (64)
with k, l = 1, 2, ...n− 1 and where m−10 = m−1n = 0.
Let us denote by Aˆn ⊕ Aˆn the algebra generated by (64) and by its anti-holomorphic coun-
terparts. Some properties of this algebra are the following: Algebra Aˆn is the affine extension of
the semi-direct sum of two Abelian Lie algebras A+n and A0n; that is, Aˆn = Aˆ+n ⊕s Aˆ0n with J+k (z)
and J0k(z) generating each of the two pieces respectively. Algebras A+n and A0n are Abelian and of
dimension n− 1. A0n is the Cartan subalgebra of sl(n). While Aˆ+n is the loop algebra associated
to A+n , algebra Aˆ0n is the affine Kac-Moody extension of A0n with non-vanishing central exten-
sions. Algebra Aˆ+n is an ideal of the semi-direct sum Aˆ+n ⊕s Aˆ0n; the latter is not semi-simple.
The semi-direct sum A+n ⊕sA0n is included in the Borel subalgebra of sl(n), coinciding with the
latter in the case n = 2. This means that the m-deformed CFTs defined by (20) may exhibit
an infinite-dimensional symmetry apart from local conformal invariance.
One could still raise the question as to whether the full Wn symmetry is actually broken.
That is, as it happens with conformal symmetry, which is preserved after the introduction of
the β-γ system and the shifting δQ in the background charge, one may wonder whether the
W n>2(z) currents do not suffer from similar modifications and still represent a symmetry of the
theory. A naive attempt to construct such modified currents would be shifting the background
charge contribution in the W 3(z) current of the sl(3) TFT and adding to it a piece
W 3βγ(w) =
1√
6
(∂β1∂γ1 − β1∂2γ1 + ∂β2∂γ2 − β2∂2γ2), (65)
which indeed yields
W 3βγ(z)W
3
βγ(w) =
4/3
(z − w)6 +
2W 2βγ(w)
(z − w)4 +
∂W 2βγ(w)
(z − w)3 + ... (66)
where the ellipses stand for quadratic and simple poles, and where
W 2βγ(z) = β1∂γ1 + β2∂γ2 (67)
is the correct contribution of the ghost system to the stress-tensor. However, this direct sum
proposal can be seen not to work, the reason being the non-linear nature of the W3 algebra. To
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the best of our knowledge, there is no evident systematic manner to deform the W n>2 currents
and find W -symmetry in the m-deformed CFT. At least in the case of W3 the question about
whether such enhanced W -symmetry exists is motivated by the fact that the theory seems to
have too many fields for a current algebra such as Aˆ3 ⊕ Aˆ3. One would expect the CFT to
be well defined -at least in the sense of the conformal bootstrap- if it has enough symmetry
generators4, and therefore it is certainly an interesting question whether the model (20) exhibits
larger symmetry.
A related question is the following: Since the m-deformed CFT seems to break the original
Wn symmetry to Virasoro symmetry, it would be fully defined only after a complete list of
Virasoro primaries together with an algorithm to compute their 3-point point functions are
provided. The question arises as to whether the Virasoro primaries considered here form a
complete basis or, at least, a sector closed. While equation (24) provides a collection of such
primaries whose correlation functions are defined in terms of the TFT observables (50), the
spectrum of Virasoro primary operators could be a priori larger, since in the undeformed theory
the Wn module can be decomposed in multiple W2 modules. The situation would be somehow
more problematic if the theory happens to exhibit full W -symmetry, as in that case it is not
sufficient to consider only Wn > 2 primaries to fully solve the CFT [27]. This is precisely why
providing techniques alternative to the bootstrap, such as the path integral techniques of [8] is
important, specially in the case of non-rational CFTs.
4.2 Hidden Kac-Moody symmetry
As suggested in [28], the existence of this hidden symmetry generated by Aˆn ⊕ Aˆn, which is a
subalgebra of sˆl(3)⊕ sˆl(3), invites to look for a generalization of the deformation (20) that, if
supplemented with the additional fields in order to realize the additional generators, happens
to exhibit full sˆl(3)⊕ sˆl(3) affine Kac-Moody symmetry. In order to look for such a theory, let
us consider the action
S{mk;δ} =
1
2π
∫
d2w
(
(∂φ, ∂¯φ) +
2∑
k=1
(
βk∂¯γk + β¯k∂γ¯k
)
+
(QT + δQ, φ)
4
R+
(−1)m1 (β1 − δ)m1
(
β¯1 − δ¯
)m1 e√2b(e1,φ) + (−β2β¯2)m2 e√2b(e2,φ)
)
,
(68)
4G.G. thanks Sylvain Ribault for conversations about this point.
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which is a deformation similar to the one considered before for the case n = 3 that, apart from
the kind of deformation of the type (20), also includes a shifting in the ghost field β1.
The theory defined by action (68) may represent a conformal field theory exhibiting a larger
algebra that the one generated by the current (64) above, provided an adequate relation between
δ and the fields of the theory is prescribed. For instance, if one introduces a third copy of the
β-γ system, by adding to (68) a piece
Sβ3γ3 =
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
β3∂¯γ3 + β¯3∂γ¯3
)
, (69)
and considers the deformation δ = −γ2β3, making the fields (69) to interact, and chooses
m1 = m2 = 1, for which QT + δQ = bρ, then one finds that the action (68) exhibits a hidden full
sˆl(3)k⊕ sˆl(3)k affine symmetry with Kac-Moody level k = b−2+3 [36, 37]. To see this explicitly,
one writes down the sˆl(3) currents
J+1 (z) = β1 , J
0
1 (z) =
√
2b−1(e1, ∂φ)− 2γ1β1 + γ2β2 − γ3β3
J+2 (z) = β2 + γ1β3 , J
0
2 (z) =
√
2b−1(e2, ∂φ) + γ1β1 − 2γ2β2 − γ3β3
together with J+3 (z) = β3 and
J−1 (z) =
√
2b−1(e1, ∂φ)γ1 − k∂γ1 − γ3β2 − γ1γ1β1 + γ1γ2β2 − γ1γ3β3
J−2 (z) =
√
2b−1(e2, ∂φ)γ2 − (k − 1)∂γ2 + γ3β1 − γ2γ2β2
J−3 (z) =
√
2b−1(e1, ∂φ)γ3 +
√
2b−1(e3, ∂φ)γ3 −
√
2b−1(e2, ∂φ)γ1γ2 − k∂γ3 +
(k − 1)γ1∂γ2 − γ1γ3β1 − γ2γ3β2 − γ3γ3β3 − γ1γ2γ2β2, (70)
with b−2 = k − 3, and with the free field correlators 〈φk(z)φℓ(w)〉 ∼ −(1/2)δk,ℓ log(z − w) and
〈βi(z)γj(w)〉 ∼ δi,j/(z − w), now with k, ℓ = 1, 2 and i, j = 1, 2, 3. It is possible to verify that
the OPE between these eight currents and the interaction operators
S˜1 = (β1 + γ2β3)(β¯1 + γ¯2β¯3)e
√
2b(e1,φ) , S2 = β2β¯2e
√
2b(e2,φ) (71)
is regular, up to total derivatives. Notice that, excluding the contribution of the third ghost
system (69), the currents J01 , J
0
2 , J
+
1 , and J
+
2 above coincide with the currents (61) in the case
m1 = m2 = 1.
Other deformations of this type, such as m1 = m2 = b
2, also enjoy full sˆl(3)kˆ ⊕ sˆl(3)kˆ
symmetry, in such case with kˆ = (3k − 8)/(k − 3). However, the case m1 = m2 = 1 is
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special: in this case, action (68) augmented with the system (69) actually corresponds to the
SL(3,R) WZW model at level k = b−2 + 3 written in Wakimoto variables. In other words,
S WZW = S{m1,2=1;δ=−γ2β3}+Sβ3γ3 . The central charge in this case is given by cWZW = 8+24b
2 =
8k/(k − 3). The relation between the level k and the parameter b of the undeformed TFT is
the same as in the Drinfeld-Sokolov Hamiltonian reduction [38, 36, 37]. To see this explicitly,
consider the WZW action
SWZW[g] =
k
2π
∫
S
d2zTr
(
g−1∂g g−1∂¯g
)
+
k
12π
∫
B
d3x ǫνσκ Tr
(
gˆ−1∂ν gˆ gˆ−1∂σ gˆ gˆ−1∂κgˆ
)
(72)
where k is the WZW level, g(z) is a group valued field on S, g ∈ SL(3,R); S is a 2-dimensional
surface that coincides with the boundary of B, i.e. S = ∂B. gˆ(x) is the extension of g(z) in the
3-dimensional ambient B. To parameterize the group element, consider the Jordan-Chevalley
decomposition
g = e−γ1T
−
1
−γ2T−2 −(γ3− 12γ1γ2)T−3 eφ1T˜
0
1
+φ2T˜ 02 e−γ¯1T
+
1
−γ¯2T+2 −(γ¯3− 12 γ¯1γ¯2)T+3 , (73)
with TAi being the generators of sl(3) given by the upper triangular matrices
T+1 =


0 1 0
0 0 0
0 0 0

 , T+2 =


0 0 0
0 0 1
0 0 0

 , T+3 =


0 0 1
0 0 0
0 0 0

 ,
together with the lower triangular
T−1 =


0 0 0
1 0 0
0 0 0

 , T−2 =


0 0 0
0 0 0
0 1 0

 , T−3 =


0 0 0
0 0 0
1 0 0

 ,
and the two Cartan elements
T 01 =


1 0 0
0 −1 0
0 0 0

 , T 02 =


0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 −1

 ;
it is convenient to define the basis T˜ 01 = (T
0
1 + T
0
2 )/
√
2, T˜ 02 = (T
0
1 − T 02 )/
√
6. The holomorphic
conserved currents that generate the sˆl(3) affine algebra are
JAi (z) = Tr(J(z)T
A
i ) , J(z) = k∂gg
−1 (74)
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with i = 1, 2, 3 for A = ± and i = 1, 2 for A = 0. The anti-holomorphic currents can be written
in a similar manner, with J¯(z) = −kg−1∂¯g. The simple roots of sl(3) are
e1 =
1√
2
(
1,
√
3
)
, e2 =
1√
2
(
1,−
√
3
)
, (75)
with fundamental weights
ω1 =
1√
2
(
1,
1√
3
)
, ω2 =
1√
2
(
1,− 1√
3
)
, (76)
from which one easily verifies (ωi, ej) = δij and (e1, e1) = (e2, e2) = 2, (e1, e2) = (e2, e1) = −1;
the Weyl vector reads ρ = ω1 + ω2 = (
√
2, 0). Plugging this representation in (74), defining the
fields βi
β1 = −ke
√
2b(e1,φ)∂γ¯1 − γ2β3,
β2 = −ke
√
2b(e2,φ)∂γ¯2,
β3 = −ke
√
2b(ρ,φ) (∂γ¯3 − γ¯2∂γ¯1) , (77)
(similarly for β¯i), and taking into account quantum corrections that amount to renormalize
φ→ √2bφ, one eventually verifies that the SL(3,R) WZW action (72) takes the form5
SWZW =
1
2π
∫
d2z
(
(∂φ, ∂¯φ) +
3∑
i=1
(βi∂¯γi + β¯i∂γ¯i) +
b(ρ, φ)
4
R−
(β1 + β3γ2)(β¯1 + β¯3γ¯2)e
√
2b(e1,φ) − β2β¯2e
√
2b(e2,φ) + c.t.
)
. (78)
where c.t. stands for a contact term; more precisely, for a term
c.t. = − 1
2π
∫
d2zβ3β¯3e
√
2b(ρ,φ). (79)
In Ref. [21], a different parameterization of the SL(3,R) elements is considered. Such param-
eterization leads to a more symmetric form of the action (78), introducing a shift δ also in the
last term what makes the two screening operators to look similar. The parameterization we
considered here has some advantage for the Coulomb gas computation. The contact term in [21]
takes, however, exactly the same form as the one here, namely (79). The same interpretation for
such term as the one given in [21] holds here. Then, we observe that, up contact terms, action
(78) actually agrees with S{m1,2=1;δ=−γ2β3} + Sβ3γ3 .
5Where we also shifted the zero-modes of the fields φ1 and φ2 in order to absorb an overall factor b
−2 in the
interaction terms.
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5 Discussion
In this paper, we have constructed an infinite-dimensional family of two-dimensional conformal
field theories that admit Lagrangian representation. These theories consist of particular de-
formations of sl(n) Toda field theories. Such deformations preserve conformal invariance and
deform the full Wn symmetry. As a recognition for having being indulgent with the conformal
symmetry, we have been left with a remnant infinite-dimensional symmetry Aˆn ⊕ Aˆn which, in
the particular case n = 3, can be enhanced to full sˆl(3)⊕ sˆl(3) affine symmetry if other defor-
mation operators are allowed. We have explored here the simplest cases of deformation of TFT,
which basically consist in the most direct extension of the results of [16] to the sl(n) case with
n ≥ 2. It would be interesting to explore other types of deformations and their possible physical
applications. Some open questions regarding this are the following: First, whether a systematic
way of deforming sl(n) TFT is possible such that one obtains a full sˆl(n)⊕ sˆl(n) affine symmetry
for n > 3. This would extend the WZW-Liouville correspondence to higher rank and for more
general sl(2) embeddings. Secondly, it would be interesting to have a full understanding of the
relation between the Hamiltonian reduction at quantum level and the correspondence between
correlators of theories withWn symmetry and of theories with sˆl(n) affine symmetry. Interesting
results in this direction have been obtained recently in [21]. A third question that remains open
is the aforementioned problem of proving whether or not the deformed theory exhibits hidden
Wn symmetry. It appears to us that there is no obvious, systematic way of showing this. This
could be seen as an obstruction, since the theory seems not to have a symmetry algebra as large
as needed to be solved by bootstrap methods. This is precisely why alternative techniques such
as the path integral approach of [8] are important, in particular when dealing with non-rational
CFTs.
Lastly, it would be interesting to see whether there exists a concrete application of the
deformed TFT to study gauge theories via AGT and its generalization. It turns out that the m-
deformed theories do offer a potential application within this context, which is the description
of defects in the N = 2 superconformal SU(n) quiver theories: According to the Wyllard’s
generalization of AGT conjecture, the Nekrasov partition function of such SU(n) theories is
in correspondence with sl(n) TFT correlation functions. In the case n = 2, it is known how
to generalize the correspondence in order to describe not only the partition function but also
expectation values of a whole set of surface and loop operators in the gauge theory side [39, 40].
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Such observables are also given by Liouville correlation functions, but including degenerate
fields, namely fields that contain null Virasoro descendants. The vacua of surface operators in
the gauge theory are labeled by integer numbers that are in correspondence with the level of
the null vectors in the 2-dimensional CFT. Non-fundamental surface operators of this type are
believed to exist in generic SU(n) N = 2 gauge theories too, and the expectation value of such
operators would also admit a 2-dimensional CFT description in terms of TFT observables. TFT
contains degenerate and semi-degenerate representations, and the possibility of the correlators
of the theory (20) for the appropriate values of {m1, m2, ..., mn−1} describing expectation values
of non-fundamental operators in SU(n) gauge theories in certainly interesting. This idea has
been discussed in [18] for the case n = 2, where it was argued that defects in the N = 2∗ SU(2)
gauge theory could be associated to a theory with affine symmetry. The affine CFT description
of surface operators in N = 2 theories was suggested in [41]. Another possibly related result is
that of reference [42], where, based on previous results [43] for the TFT correlation functions, it
was argued how the inclusion of a semi-degenerate primary operator in the TFT 3-point function
corresponds in the gauge theory side to a particular Higgsing of the non-Lagrangian theory on
S4. It would be interesting to make these ideas precise and study the potential applications of
these deformed theories within the context of the 2D/4D correspondence.
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